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NEW PRODUCT INFO: - Ratchet type handles 
 
We now stock the same ratchet type handle as AMS (USA auger manufacturer) use and also an 
upgraded version of it, to our specifications.   
 
We had been making conversions for the AMS branded handle to suit our threads and now we 
import them direct from Lowell Corp in the USA under our own ‘DORMER’ brand.  Lowell Corp 
makes the standard one for use on fire hydrants in USA.   
 
The upgraded version has features we had on our own proto-type ratchet handle that proved too 
difficult for us to mass produce and to weatherproof the mechanism. 
 
Our standard non-ratchet handles are still available. 
 
 

 
 We can modify your AMS handle to suit our thread (item code ADAPT(AMS)) or we 

can supply the whole handle already modified (item code TH.AMS.R). 
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This is the upgraded ratchet type handle based on the same handle as above but with removable 
hand grips that can be mounted vertically for comfort and speed or horizontally for extra power. 
 
The hand grips are 100mm x 30mm diameter and are made from the same special black plastic as 
the washers on our extension rods.  The hand grips can rotate around the central mounting bolt 
enabling the wrists to remain straight at all times.   
 
The user’s hands can also grip the handle in the normal position inside the hand grips if needed. The 
lanyard at the front of the photo holds the Allen key that undoes the hand grip mounting bolt and can 
be hung around the user’s neck or attached to a belt loop while stored in a pocket. 
 
In the vertical position the handle is 520mm wide and in the horizontal position the handle is 
740mm wide.  Both handles in this photo are the same they just look different due to the different 
distances from camera and the angle of the photo. 
 
Item code TH.DSS.R is for this upgraded version which includes replacing the plastic spacer in the 
original handle with steel to enable the threaded mounting of the hand grips and 2 x hand grips and 
the Allen key on a lanyard. 
 
 
These are 2014 calendar year prices. 
 

T-HANDLES & CAPSTAN Kgs Price GST Total 

THSC Standard width 470mm, coarse thread 1.3 $78.24 $7.82 $86.06

THLC  Extra width (large) 600mm, coarse thread 1.7 $86.48 $8.65 $95.13

TH.AMS.R Ratchet handle (same as AMS) 500mm wide 1.6 $187.77 $18.78 $206.55

TH.DSS.R Upgraded Ratchet removable handgrips 740mm wide 2.4 $207.57 $20.76 $228.33

THLH Special hex & pin handle 600mm wide 1.5 $128.03 $12.80 $140.83

CAP (A or S) Capstan -  turned with Tommy Bars, aluminium or steel 0.5 $95.70 $9.57 $105.27

 


